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Exchange program  

Period of this exchange program start up from April to May. The weather was cold but the sun 

was very bright.  They gave me choose to study the subjects of interest. It first time that studied 

engineer subjects in Japanese. For example Robot, Machine tool, Universal design and Automotive.  At 

Monozukuri University they have club for take care student who exchange. We did activities together 



for example party, cooking, taught Thai language and culture, sport and game, travel and visit Japanese 

house. 

 

 

Furthermore there is Thai teacher that kindness. He taught Japanese language and culture. He 

always helped and gave consult when I had problems or sick. I did many activities but main activity is 

practice Japanese skill  

 

Internship 

Period of internship start up from June to July. That time its rainy season but almost sunny day. 

My place for internship is Aicohsha. There is in Saitama but distance between dormitory to company 

used time about 2 hours by walk, bicycle and train. It was very far and used much money. But I was 

happy because Aicohsha gave me wonderful experience. 

 

Aicohsha is Food Industry. This company produce machine for make desserts for example Mixer, 

Automation cut machine, etc. 



 

For 2 weeks, they gave me studied Auto CAD program and method checking machine.  

 

Then they gave me works that were think “Tool for check tension of mixer’s belt” and “Jig for fix 

that tool with mixer” this works were quite difficult because many condition. I was having fun and 

challenging with it. My mentor had his job. He could not help me every time so I had to try and did it by 

myself for example think method for check tension and jig for fix, drawing by Auto CAD program, choose 

and order parts for did tool and jig, make jig , coding and assembly it. When I did it by myself, I very 

proud in my work. However he was good mentor. He always gave consult to me especially safety. 

                                  

           

Other more I met Thai brother that work there. He was kindness and friendly. We always 

traveled and have wonderful time together. 

 



Living 

For a period of 4 months I stayed at dormitory of Monozukuri University. It far away from 

University about walk in 5 minutes. It is separate men and women. There is toilet in your room. There is 

kitchen room, laundry room and living room. In living room has internet Wi-Fi. If you are bored, you can 

play table tennis in living room. Nearby there is a convenience store and train station.  

 At Monozukuri University, there have many class rooms, library, workshop, gym and canteen. I 

studied and did activities here. 

 

Why I want you join this program 

I think this program made me grow up and gave wonderful experience. I have new friends and 

new connection. It was like dream. I never forget that moment. If you want challenge yourself and want 

to adventure, this is an opportunity. 

 


